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Students Give ARA
.
Higher Rating Than Custom in Poll
D.f CtiamnSharon Cantstlelp J .1. iBy
Mom's home cookin' is tops
overall and rates a 9.3 on a scale of 1 --
!0 according to a Collegian food
service poll taken by 143 students in
Peirce and Gund last Saturday. ARA
follows with 5.6 overall, and Custom
is!astat4.0.
The poll, issued at lunch, rated
ARA, Custom, and home in ten
different categories, and asked for
students' comments.
ARA scored higher in every area
ihan Custom and most students
agreed that "ARA is a big im-
provement. ..the food is on an ups-
wing."
ARA's main entrees rated a 5.2,
Custom's a 3.5, and home a 9.3.
Portion size, and the "only one
entree" policy are common gripes.
In response to these concerns, Bob
Felice, Director of ARA Services at
Kenyon said, "Waste is one of our
biggest cost factors. The portion sizr
is designed to control waste. After a
student has added salad, rolls, and
beverage to a main entree, he or she
may find a second portion would be
too much. We do have an unlimited
seconds policy."
Students appreciated ARA's in-
novative meals, including the bagel
bar, shortcake excursion, and cheese
Associate Provost Williamson Resigns;
Believes College Has Strong Future
James H ilhamson has accepted a
By Paul Patton
James G. Williamson, Associate
rrovost, has accepted a position
starting October 19 as Registrar of
wee University in Houston, Texas. A
!u.-?- f 0mo- - Mr- - Williamson
uil like to experience another part
' the country and believes that the
move w,li be "a good opportunity
Penally and professionally."
m' Williamson also remarked,
JO" don't leave any place after
cive years without making a lot of
nios and that he wished "the best
"
.Kci)yon and its future, which I
w'evis a strong one."
a
,,V?St Jerry Irish wil1 soon form
arcn committee to evaluate and
of 1" candidates for the position
sLm Provost-
- A decision
be made by this summer. Two
CLTks ag0' 3 written an- -
facu T,- - Was released 10 thev
would I "g that Mr- - Williamson
reolar. eavm8 and an interimp'ament would be needed.
afci. Wh0 is "l00kin8
abom tk move and excited
career ,, ProsPes," began his
assistant Kenyn 1969 as an
s ilrefor of Physics-Fou- r
order t v
the dePartment in
and i
COme Dear of Records
Position KStllUtional Research, a
oSmheh,eldfor two years, prior
mmg his present position The
and cracker night
ARA s vegetarian entrees rated
lower than the meat entrees at 4.5,
but are an improvement over
Custom's 3.5. According to one
student, "ARA's vegetarian entrees
show more creativity and diversity.
They are more balanced in protein,
vitamins, and starch."
Another student expressed concern
over the acceptability of cherry
pancakes as a vegetarian entree.
Felice said that ARA is aware of this
and has substituted another pancake-
like entree instead, a broccoli crepe
w ith cheese sauce.
"ARA has a staff of dieticians
who provide us with our vegetarian
recipes," Felice said. "However, we
are happy to utilize student's recipes,
provided that they are cost ef-
fective."
Cooked vegetables and the salad
bar both rose by more than 1 'A
points over last year to 5.0 and 6.8.
Mom's vegetables rated a 9.0 and her
salad bar an 8.5, the lowest score she
received. Many poll-take- rs pointed
out that the extensive salad bar ARA
and Custom offer is not available at
home.
Felice plans to keep the same
variety in the salad bar through
winter and estimates that 90(ro of the
vegetables will remain year round.
J
V
position at Rice University.
Associate Provost assists the Provost
in a wide range of academic affairs,
including those "matters pertaining
to the faculty, curriculum, in-
struction and academic records."
One of the more controversial
issues'that concerns Williamson is the
absence of a reading break before
Strike Lawyer Ray Grebey
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,
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He added that the cheese is real
cheese.
In response to complaints about
the salad dressings Felice said, "We
have added more varieties and we are
still working on several that are not
finals this semester. Although the
period of time between the last day of
classes and the beginning of winter
vacation has not changed, the exams
will be interspersed among the six
days rather than having a set reading
break followed by three days of
exams. Exams will take place on
December 17-1- 9, with Sunday the
20th free, and two more days of
exams will follow.
Commenting on the problem, the
Associate Provost said that the
problem arose from the fact there is
simply not enough time to satisfy the
desires: to start the year after Sep-
tember first, retain an October
break, have a week-lon- g
Thanksgiving vacation, have exams
scheduled earlier so students may
leave sooner for Christmas vacation,
and still have enough time for
classes, exams, and a reading period.
Williamson, claiming that the first
semester calendar has been a
recurring problem during his tenure
at Kenyon, stated that "this issue is a
manifestation or symptom of the
larger problem of the college to
produce a satisfactory first semester
calendar."
By Dale West
This weekend, amidst athletic
activities and parties, the Kenyon
community has the unique op-
portunity to hear a prominent sports
personality's views on amateur
athletics. Ray Grebey, (Kenyon '49),
the lawyer for the American Baseball
Owner's Association, will deliver the
dedication address for the Ernst
Center on Saturday at 1 1 :00 a.m. All
students are encouraged to attend.
A schedule of events is featured on
page four of this issue, and on
bulletin boards around campus. This
promises to be a spectacular event-fille- d
weekend, so get involved!
Colleg
J
students responded to the
a! Petree and 47 at Gund.
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yet up to our standards."
Three new salad bars with seven-fo- ot
ice beds arrived Tuesday. One is
in Peirce and the other two are in
Gund. The three smaller salad bars
with ice beds, purchased from
Muskingham College earlier this
year, will be relocated to the Shoppes
and Dempsey. With these im-
provements, Kenyon complies with
federal health regulations requiring
exposed salad items to be on ice.
Another change this year is the
return of fruits and desserts to the
main serving line. Felice said this was
Fraternity System Thrives
Under Tolman's Leadership
By Chris Burke
When Mason Tolman won an
election last year and assumed his
post as president of the Inter-Fraterni- ty
Council, some students
were amazed, some were amused,
and some were convinced the Inter-Fraterni- ty
Armageddon was at hand.
After all, wasn't Mason rumored to
be one of the shadiest characters on
campus? Didn't his picture in The
Collegian conjure up horrifying
images of drug addiction and other
forms of psychological degradation?
Still, while the rumors may have been
true and the images may have been
accurate, the most surprising thing is
that Mason Tolman has become an
energetic and effective leader of the
IFC, a leader who takes his job quite
seriously. The fraternity system has
not only survived but prospered
under Mason's direction.
One of the main functions of the
IFC is to periodically organize the
fraternities into participance in
activites that will benefit the com-
munity. (The "community" in this
context means all of Gambier, not
just the residents of Gambier who
happen to belong to fraternities.)
Mason has spearheaded the com-
munity service portion of IFC
business with a vengeance. This
weekend, for example, a wine and
cheese party is scheduled; it will
benefit the Arthritis Foundation.
Mason and the IFC also plan to
collect for the Knox County Heart
Fund and to construct and distribute
educational displays for cystic
fibrosis.
It has not been all wine and cheese
for Mason Tolman, however. Mason
appeared before the Judicial Board
ianEstablished 1856
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a service for students and reflects
care in preparation. In addition,
"Their absence would make the
serving line boring."
Home rates a 9.2 for fmits,
Custom, 4.8 and ARA 6.1. Students
ranked ARA desserts at 5.9, in
between home at 9.0 and Custom
5.2.
One student commented, "The
addition of soft serve ice cream is
dynamite," and most students agree.
One person suggested coverting the
machine to frozen yogurt. Before
such a change is possible, Felice said,
a local supplier would have to be
found and the machine adjusted.
ARA beverages show a slight
increase over Custom's from a 6.2 to
6.5. The new juice machines, serving
100 fruit juices were installed as an
efficient alternative to the pitchers
used in past years.
The one change students are most
unhappy about is the new I.D. check
at every meal. According to Felice,
I.D.'s will not be eliminated although
ARA is evaluating the necessity of
recording each number.
"We do spot-chec- k the numbers
for meals where we feel doubling-u- p
may occur. We have found a lot of
doubling though no extra charges
have been made yet," Felice said.
A meal ticket system is unlikely.
Felice believes that meal tickets
would call for even tighter control.
Students often forget or lose their
I.D.'s yet can still eat. With meal
tickets such leniency would not be
possible.
continued on page eight
twice on what he termed "trumped-u- p
charges." Both times he was
absolved of any guilt. Mason also
found himself in an uncomfortable
position last year when the Phi Kap
V
N
fraternity accused the Alpha Delts of
destroying the Phi Kap barbecue pit.
The IFC was the body charged with
investigating the vandalism, and
Mason as IFC president and as a
member in good standing of the ADs
could have been involved in a conflict
of interest. The ADs were found
innocent and "the whole thing sort
of blew over," according to Mason.
The Inter-Fraterni- ty Council is
also in charge of certain concerts at
Kenyon. Last year's Summer Send-Of- f,
featuring Vassar Clements, was
successful largely because of the
efforts of Mason Tolman and the
IFC. This year, IFC handled security
at the Michael Stanley Band concert.
continued on page eight
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Calendar Revision Needed
With the omission of a reading period from this semester's
exam schedule, the College has violated the contract explicitly
expressed between itself and Kenyon students.
The purpose of this year's revised format was to ease the
burden on students by interspersing exams and the reading
period. The idea was that it would be easier on students than the
traditional schedule of a few days break followed by a deluge
of exams. Unfortunately, in its present form, all this revision
does is eliminate the reading period and throw students right into
exams.
Though flawed as it is currently interpreted, the theory behind
the change was sound. Originally, exams and reading period
were to be spread out over seven days; this year's calendar
provides for only five days (six if you count Sunday, on which
day the administration deems we may rest), and consequently
allots no substantial time for studying.
The system as it now exists is not only unfair to students,
though; professors are being denied the opportunity to properly
prepare finals. Without a break in between the end of classes and
the beginning of finals, professors cannot realistically test
students on vital material presented during the last days of
classes. They are being deprived of the opportunity to do the job
for which they are paid: teaching.
A solution to the problem can be reached if all parties in-
volved act quickly and decisively. Toward this end, we offer the
following suggestion, considered at last Sunday's Student
Council meeting: eliminate classes on December 16 (the last
scheduled meeting day) and move the exam schedule back one
day, so that Sunday will be utilized. This option allows two days
before finals, which is not really much, but at least it will give
students some time to prepare for finals.
We urge the administration, faculty, and students to act to
correct this error in judgment in the interest of quality
education.
Clean Up Your Act
Allow yourself for a moment to consider Kenyon College's
elegant physical beauty the old stone buildings on the South
End, the quiet grace of the church, the gently sloping hills. Take
a look around you; now, close your eyes and breathe in the fresh
autumn air. Only be careful not to trip over the empty beer
bottles that litter the lawn in front of you.
This problem has surfaced in the past, but in recent memory,
not to such a degree. Shards of glass are strewn about the Old
Kenyon parking lot; beer containers keep appearing in the most
imaginative places (behind Peirce, in the Rosse Hall bushes, on
bicycle racks); cigarette butts are everywhere.
This blatant disregard for campus grounds not to mention
the students to whom such eyesores are distasteful is nothing
short of immature and disgusting. Such an attitude is a sad
commentary on everyone involved. We have to live here, after
all; let's try to keep the place looking respectable, okay?
Expand Library Collection
Now that the Trustees have opened their hearts (and their
wallets) to the academic needs of students by pledging funds
toward a new library, we will reiterate what we deem a good idea
concerning the book collection in Chalmers.
Last year we recommended that the College look into the idea
of renovating the library, since we managed to come up with
plenty of bucks for our Ernst Center. Through various means, it
appears that this dream will become a reality in the years to
come. We do have one suggestion, though, that if acted upon
could mean an up-to-da- te, expansive library collection that can
only improve academics here at Kenyon.
We urge alumni to form a committee of some sort whose sole
purpose is to solicit funds for books. Specifically, we think that
alumni ought to donate money to this "library fund" which
would go toward the purchase of new books. The reward for the
philanthropic alumnus is simple: his or her name emblazzoned
upon the inside cover of the book something along the lines of
"Contributed by ... " This could really work, if the right
people want it to. The entire college community would benefit
from such a fund.
Martha I 0:0:1 Editor-in-Chie- f
Chris Burke News Editor
Eynn Travers Feature Editor
Mark Esposito, Dale West Sports Editors
Joshua Welsh Political Forum Editor
Anna Grimes, Bob Warburton Layout Assistants
Emily Burke, Melinda Roberts Copy Editing Assistants
Stephen J. Szabo 111 Business Manager
Lorenz Editorials
Jeff Toole Graphics Coordinator
Dan Shefelman Editorial CartoonsStephen Hays Photography Coordinator
Mallory Cremin, Jim Whittum Assistants
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College in Violation of Handbook Code
By Jay B. Spievack
and Greg Polly
At Kenyon, a contract exists
between students and administration
which delineates not only the rules
and regulations of the College but the
rights and privileges of its students.
Recently the administration has
overlooked one of those privileges in
establishing the academic calendar
for 1981-198- 2.
The contract provides for a
reading period at the end of each
semester. The Student Handbook,
where the details of this contract are
printed, states the following in
Article F under "Academic Affairs":
The college provides reading
periods at the midpoint of the
first semester and at the end of
each semester. Classes shall
not meet during these periods
and students shall not be given
tests or assignments during
them. (pg. 48)
Yet the fall calendar does not provide
for any such a period. Classes end on
December 16, and exams begin the
next day.
This new calendar violates the
rights of students and, to some
extent, those of the faculty. The
calendar and all other academic
activities are governed by the con-
stitution and rights contained in the
Student Handbook. Any act
violating a specific statement within
this framework is surely un-
constitutional.
To rectify this situation student
council can recommend that any one
of the following actions be adopted
by the Senate, the Academic Affairs
Committee, and the Administration:
A. Cutting out classes scheduled for
December 15 and 16.
B. Cutting out classes scheduled for
December 16 and moving the initial
exam date back to Friday, December
18. This measure would include
Sunday exams.
C. Instead of cutting out time in the
classroom, Kenyon's student
government and the administration
can agree to terms whereby no
classroom time is excluded. To
achieve this goal students and faculty
would agree to hold extra classes
earlier in the semester (October and
November) in order to Jeave
December 14, 15 and 16 free for a
reading period. A staggered schedule
can be introduced to insure that
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday
classes receive the time removed by
establishing a reading period (i.e. 2
hours for Monday and Wednesday
courses and 1 Vi hours for Tuesday
courses). The following program
could potentially act as a guideline
for instituting this plan:
Oct. 19-2- 8: excluding the 23rd,
classes meeting periods 3, 2, 8, B, &
C.
Oct. 29-No- v. 6. classes meeting
periods A, 6, 4, 5, & 7.
Nov. 9-1- 7: Classes meeting periods
D. E, evenings, 1, and any faculty
member whose conflicts make him
unable to hold extra classes during
the alotted time period.
D. Cutting out classes scheduled for
December 16 and moving the initial
exam date back to Friday, December
18. This measure would include
Sunday exams. And to prevent
teachers from losing class time,
Wednesday classes would be made up
according to the following schedule:
Oct. 19-2- 8, excluding the 23rd classes
meeting periods 2, 3, and 8.
Oct. 29-No- v. 6, classes meeting
periods 4, 5, and 6.
Nov. 9-1- 7, Classes meeting periods 1.
7, evening, and any faculty member
whose conflicts make him unable to
hold extra classes during the alotted
time periods.
"Program D" will help to ease the
pressure for faculty members by
allowing them the time to tie cours!
material together, while gmt;
students time to study for exams.
Conflicts in schedules may arise, bit
this allocation of time I believe ses
forth the most equitable solution for
both parties.
When policy violates established
rights and privileges, students have a
right to redress grievances (Article II
of the constititon). The proposd
calendar places an unnecessary
burden upon the student body. The
exam schedule is labeled "a
readingexamination" period on the
calendar, but it will hardly be that for
students whose classes meet at
periods 2, 3, or 8: they will compfee
their courses on Wednesday,
December 16th, and have semester
finals the following day.
Surely it is in the interest of both
faculty and students to insure that
final exams are the best possible
reflection of the knowledge the
student has acquired in the coune.
The Student Handbook sets up
guidelines giving students the o-
pportunity to perform at their highest
potential, with the greatest co-
nfidence and ease, during exam time;
and the most important meas
toward this end is the reading perift-whic- h
the College has always
provided. The right to a time dunn;
which "classes shall not
meet . . . and students not be pJ
tests or assignments" should not and
must not be denied.
True Conservatism vs. 'The New Right'
By Jeff Smith
At a time when the conservative
coalition in America is enjoying
widespread popularity, there are
factions which are threatening basic
rights, calling themselves the 'New
Right'. These are religious groups
and they have nothing to do with
conservative politics.
The conservatives have always
stood for upholding the integrity of
the constitution which allows
freedom of religious belief for
everyone, not imposing those of a
certain religious faction upon
everyone. The Right also believes
that government is wrong to legislate
morality, because of the belief that
moral matters are for individuals to
decide, provided that they do not
brutalize others. The word 'con-
servative' applies to those who resist
the extension of federal authority,
not to those who want morality
legislated to the people.
Senator Barry Goldwater, a
traditional conservative, recently
vowed to fight the tactics of the 'New
Right' because "they are using the
muscle of religion towards political
ends." Goldwater is not just
referring to the 'moral majority',
but a group of senators from his own
party as well. These groups threaten
to use political pressure or public
denunciation on all who dare to
disagree with their moral positions.
They have extensive power on the
television, in mail and through
boycotts to influence vote-hungr- y
senators to support their legislation
proposals. They influence roll cal.
voting in the senate all under w
pretense that they have a God-g- i
right to make moral people out of us
all.
For example, Senator Jeremia
Denton of Alabama, of the sell-proclaim-
ed
'New Right,' PrPosri
measure recently which would a-
ttempt to discourage teena?
promiscuity simply because
church condemns it. These religion-faction- s
i""
will go on imposing
beliefs upon others unless pw
recognize that religion can not
cupy space in public policy.
, j
The bp sic American principle
continued on page J0"
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Beyond Viability: Reinterpreting
By Anna Maria Bartolumeo
The long-ragin- g abortion con-.- .
inc focused increasinglyiroveny
.
ihe question of when lifeupon
begins. The proposed Human Life
endment. a pivotal hone of
Contention in the 'pro-lif- e' vs. 'pro-choic- e'
melee, centers around this
issue-
- il proposes that life begins at
conception and that abortion at any
suite of pregnancy is therefore
laniamount to murder. In Congress
last month, House subcommittee
hearings featured doctors' testimony
about the origin of life; in Ohio last
eek conventions of pro- - and anti-aborti- on
groups coordinated their
respective campaigns for and against
theHLA.
Yet their preoccupation with this
issue has blinded the anti-abortionis- ts
to a potentially
valuable argument in their favor. A
dose study of Roe vs. Wade, the
landmark 1973 Supreme Court
decision legalizing abortion, reveals
the seeds of an argument against
abortion. For the irony of the
decision is that its justification of
abortion revolves around the issue of
potential life, a careful interpretation
of which dictates the prohibition of u
abortion.
Roe V5. Wade explicitly rejects the
argument of the HLA that abortion
is murder, for "the word 'person' as
used in the 14th amendment, does
not include the unborn." Pro-abortioni- sts
argue that this in-
dictment relegates the abortion
decision to the private sphere,
herein the state may not intrude.
However, Roe vs. Wade assumes no
U.S. Foreign
By Richard Dempsey
After more than eight months in is
office with a vague foreign policy,
the Reagan administration has finally
come eye-to-e- ye with the cornerstone
of its international policy: the Soviet
Union. U.S. Secretary of State
Alexander Haig and Soviet Foreign
Minister Andrei Grpmyko were in
New York last week to begin steps in
developing some sort of policy
structure between the two super-
men that would clear the road to
reviving strategic arms limitation to
(SALT) talks.
Several Reagan aides, however,
Prident 1las
...
'
meant
.
what he has said toyvi pn
.i.
e rneetin8 was talksmere!
e'V a beginning of a long series of
"leading to a new SALT deal.
c
'said it was a chance for Haig
Other "uyk0 10 get "a feel for each policy
eJn,'.
,
g's tr'P t0 New York was of
"al f0r two reasons:
Sovipt 'i.Was l'me t0 convince the his
rhetnri Ronald Reagan's tough little
beet "a towards them has not merely
name-callin- g contest. If the
a iy ) (En M m
I
'
THIS 30b LfCKS f
such unqualified inviolability.
Rather, the court asserts that "the
State has a compelling interest when
the health of the mother or that ofpotential human life becomes
significantly involved. "(Italics
added.) The woman's "private
decision," therefore, is correctly
subject to state interference when
Policy Gains
over the last eight months, and if he
able to succeed in strengthening
U.S. defense capabilities, he should
be able to back up his tough stand
against Moscow.
(2) U.S. allies, particularly in
Europe, have grown suspicious of the
administration's ability to defend
everything they have said regarding
Russia. Our allies view our foreign
policy as a very sluggish one on this
point. It has become increasingly
evident that the White House needs
act. Our European allies were
hoping that the meetings in New-Yor- k
would lead to an agreement as
when European arms-limitatio- n
could be scheduled. Their
request was granted and talks are
scheduled to open in late November.
Europe's view of our foreign
organization is similar to that
the rest of the world. President
Reagan has been preoccupied with
economic program and has spent
of his time constructing a
foreign policy theme, particularly
towards Russia. This was exemplified
LOT OF THE GLMAOR
potential life can be said to be
"significantly involved."
wnen is "potential life"
recognized? Again, Roe vs. Wade
itself provides guidelines: "With
respect to the state's importance and
legitimate interest in potential life,
the 'compelling' point is at viability."
Traditionally, "viability" indicates
Strength
in one of his four press conferences
since he took office. The President
was asked several questions con-
cerning El Salvador and to avoid not
answering them, he merely brushed
the questions off by saying he could
not answer them. These types of
responses do not impress our allies.
The U.S. has continually stated
that there will be no SALT deal until
the Defense Department rebuilds the
military. Moscow has reacted
vehemently, saying that the U.S. will
violate any sort of SALT agreement
if its aim is to have a massive increase
in military power. In a recent U.S.
Sews & World Report article, Russia
was said to see an all-o- ut arms race
with the United States if the U.S. is
determined to surpass Soviet military
might. In other words, the Russians
are prepared to increase their military
spending if their security is
threatened.
The Soviets, however, are not yet
convinced that Ronald Reagan can
get his way. For example, they have
seen strong opposition within his
own government towards the sale of
AWACS to Saudia Arabia; and,
most recently, they have seen the
President having to fight Congress
before he can succeed in cutting
everything in the budget while not
imposing cuts of the same magnitude
on defense.
Alexander Haig's trip to the
United Nations last week has
put to rest such statements as
"a lot of talk and no action" re-
garding Ronald Reagan's tough
stand against Moscow. Within the
next eight months the world will be
witnessing a more organized State
Department than the one they
saw during the last eight months.
People may now look for an
established framework regarding
U.S. -- Soviet relations.
The repercussions of last week's
meetings will be far-reachin- g. The
somewhat apathetic attitude that our
foreign policy makers have been
accused of having may now be laid to
rest. A SALT agreement may be a
long way down the road, but at least
the doors are beginning to reopen to
such a possibility.
Court's Roe v. Wade
ITOHCt HKD...."
the point at which a fetus may
survive the extrauterine environ-
ment. After viability, states the
decision, protective legislation "has
both biological and logical
justifications." In fact, "if the state
is interested in protecting fetal life
after viability, it may go so far as to
prohibit abortions during that
period . . ." Viability, then, is the
crucial cut-o- ff after which non-
medical abortions may not be
countenanced and "compelling state
interest" in the protection of
potential life is allowed to overrule
the right to privacy.
The (crucial) concept of viability is
charcterized by Roe vs. Wade as "the
capability of meaningful life outside
Saving the Clean Air Act
By Kim Geiger
Today let's talk about something
we have in common breathing. We
all do it 17,000 times a day. Right
now the air that we breathe is
protected by the Clean Air Act of
1970. Since that year, the
Environmental Protection Agency
has monitored the levels of seven
major pollutants in the air sulfur
oxides (from coal-fire- d power
plants), nitrogen dioxide, lead,
carbon monoxide (from auto
emissions), particulates, and ozone,
and has set up standards for per-missab- le
levels of these pollutants.
Class I areas, such as national
parks, are those which receive the
most protection. Class II areas (most
of the country) are areas which are
relatively clean, and in which sub-
stantial but monitored industrial
growth is allowed. Class III areas,
about lo of the country, are per-
mitted the dirtiest air.
Evidence shows that this EPA
monitoring and regulation of in-
dustrial pollution have led to cleaner
air since the enactment of the Clean
Air Act. According to a
report by the President's Council
on Environmental Quality, in 1978
an estimated 14,000 lives were saved
by the Act, along with $21 billion in
health costs, property, and crops.
Thus it appears that the Clear Air
Act has been a very effective and
beneficial piece of legislation.
Corporate America does not agree,
however. They have stubbornly
fought and evaded protective
regulation requirements since the
inception of the Act, claiming that
such requirements increase inflation
and divert capital from more
productive uses. Thus it comes as no
surprise that the Reagan ad-
ministration plans to gut the Clean
Air Act when it comes up for renewal
on September 30th.
the womb." The problem is that
however one interprets such a
definition, viability becomes an
empty criterion as the supposed
distinctions between viable and
nonviable infants disappear.
In its most narrow construction,
viability refers to a biological
capacity possessed by most fetuses as
much as by newborns. A newborn
infant is only capable of living
outside the womb insofar as it is able
to draw breath and thus is in-
dependent of the mother in obtaining
oxygen. In all other respects it is
completely dependent. It is certain to
die if not nurtured; someone must
provide it with nourishment and
shelter. Furthermore, biologists and
psychologists point out that the
neonate simply hasn't got the
physical equipment necessary to cope
with his world. Crucial parts of the
nervous system, including the brain,
are not yet entirely complete at birth.
Such circumstances corroborate the
claim that the first year of life is a
final stage in fetal life, that gestation
has an extrauterine period during
which the infant is a "postnatal
fetus." Regarding antonomous
biological functioning, then, the
fetus is often no less capable than the
newborn; both are incomplete and
helpless.
If the capability for fully an-
tonomous biological functioning is
delayed until years after birth, the
same is even truer for the non-biologic- al
characteristics of
"meaningful life." Children are not
for a long while able to feel the
emotions, make the decisions, or
even experience all the sensations we
consider uniquely human.
"Meaningful life" in this sense does
not begin until well after birth, and
for some (i.e. severly retarded in-
dividuals) it never begins at all. In
this sense, too, viability cannot be
considered to include full "per-continu- ed
on page four
Reagan's EPA director, Anne
Gorsuch, recently released the so-call- ed
"11 Principles" which are
referred to as "extensions" of the
Act. While seemingly inncouous, the
Sierra Club claims that these
"principles" would actually permit
relaxation of auto emission and
industrial pollutant standards,
resulting in a tremendous increase in
pollution of Class II areas (including
Central Ohio), up to and beyond the
point where the public health may be
endangered.
The principle would also eliminate
provisions for enforcement of the
Act by the EPA, making a mockery
of that agency's title and precepts.
The principles, while absolving the
Administration of any guilt in not
supporting the Clean Air Act, are
seen to be furthering the passage of
H.R. 3471, introduced by Rep.
Broyhill of North Carolina, which, if
passed, would stand the Act com-
pletely on its ear.
In a recent Harris Poll, 40 of
those polled said that air quality
standards are not protective enough.
This seems to indicate that many
people feel that government
regulation of industrial pollution is
necessary, as indeed it is. Contrary to
industry gripes, evidence shows that
pollution does not contribute to
inflation.
The Clean Air Act of 1970 has
been effective in protecting the air
that we breathe. No, its benefits
cannot be measured in profits, but to
let industry have free rein to spew
whatever noxious chemicals it cares
to into the air we must breathe would
be to deprive Americans of their
freedom to breathe safely.
If you care about the air you
breathe, please write to your
Congress-peopl- e and tell them how
your lungs feel about inhaling S02
on a regular basis.
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Wilson Lectures in Rosse; Digresses, but Beguiles
By Mark Elder
and
Laurie Kelliher
Last Monday night at 8:30 Sir
Harold Wilson, former prime
minister of Great Britain, addressed
a full house in Rosse Hall. After a
loquacious introduction by President
Jordan, which attempted to
document briefly Sir Wilson's
illustrious career, Wilson took the
podium and spoke for an hour and a
half on "The Threat to Our
Democracy." Wilson touched upon
these threats de temps en temps, and
devoted the lion's share of his lecture
to personal remembrances and
political anecdotes.
Wilson embraced his subject and
announced that in the course of his
lecture he intended to "set forth the
dangers of the free world, both
internal and external, military and
economic." Wilson warned against
over-simplifyi- ng the situation by
"pointing to Moscow. ..although the
threat there is real." The source of
the Russian threat Wilson carefully
traced to their economic weaknesses,
admonishing us to remember that it
is a failing economy that so often
leads to military action.
At this point, however, Wilson
began to quickly disgress, and spent
the next ten minutes recounting the
1947 British grain shortage. His lively
mannerism and sharp elocution
enabled him to turn this tale into one
of political intrigue and diplomatic
significance. The anecdote,
complete with midnight con-
sultations, wire-tappe- d bedrooms
and dinner invitations from Stalin
(which Wilson refused) was merely
offered to illustrate the'point that in
Concert Review
Michael Stanley Band
Lacks 'Unified Energy'
The Michael Stanley Band concert
last Friday night was a letdown to
some, while others felt that is was the
best show ever to grace the halls of
Kenyon College. Each group's point
of view seemed to depend almost
entirely upon one factor: whether or
not one came from Ohio, specifically
Cleveland.
The band's show was quite im-
pressive as far as the lights went,
especially the downing of them at the
beginning. But the excitement this
effect created was followed by a
I . " w
Michael Slanlev in concert
severe letdown once the music began.
Hi you Know MSB verv well and InveH
their albums, you nrobahlv haH a
thoroughly enjoyable time.
However, it seems clear that a srnnn
kith such reDetitive wnot ail
sounding remarkably like the
preceding one, was not able to satisfy
the varied musical tastes of the
audience.
The group's indistinctive sound
prompted yet another concert -- goer to
say, "They sounded like anv old
rock-and-ro- ll band at a hieh "school
dance, except you couldn't dance to
them. I want my money back."
While this person blew five dollars,
tnany people didn't even bother to
go.
The musical quality was at best
uneven. While Michael Stanley had a
1947 Russia already had a grain
problem, and that now, 34 years
later, the problem has grown worse.
"The Soviet economy is weaker now
than at any time in the last half
decade," Wilson asserted, and again
warned that "a failing economy has
as its mirror image a threatening
military." Wilson said it is the beset
Soviet economy that has induced the
Kremlin to invest so heavily in
nuclear arms.
Wilson speculated on Russia's
massive importation of grain,
estimating figures at between 25-3- 0
million tons of grain purchased
during fiscal year 79-8- 0. This grain,
he revealed, was primarily employed
as fodder, in order to supply the
USSR and Poland with meat, a
practice Wilson condemed as
basically entropic, citing the fact that
for every calorie of meat produced
thirty calories of grain are ablated.
Russia's grain problem is but one of
many Soviet economic difficulties,
Wilson cautioned. "The bear is
sick," Wilson waxed, "and when the
bear is sick, watch out for its claws."
After pausing for a brief moment
in order for his metaphor to better --i
take hold, the former Prime Minister ;
shifted from the subject of Soviet --i
communism to Chinese communism,
exclaiming "All this and China too!"
Then, just as his beration of the
USSR was prefaced by a lengthy
narration of his visit there, so too
was his assault on China. This time
the story centered upon the purchase
of an authentic Chinese dress for his
wife, rather than decades-ol- d grain:
sales and shipments. This illustrated
the fact that the rate of exchange
between the USSR and China was, at
good rapport with his audience, his
singing was like his material not
very stimulating. However, his talent
outshone the rest of the group during
most of the show. It was only when
certain band members, namely the
pianist, the drummer, and the sax
player, took off on solos that one
could recognize their exceptional
playing ability. Overall, the band
lacked cohesiveness and any unified
energy.
Finally, at the end of the ninety
minute show, the group gelled with
i
"He Don't Like You Like I Love
You," and got the whole crowd on
its feet. One wished that, in the
words of one of the band's best
songs, they would have "cut the b.s.
and got down to some rock and roll"
earlier. However, this last song did
spur the crowd to bring the band
back for a encore, and it wasn't
totally disappointed, as MSB sang
their great hit "Strike it Up." Yet,
these highlights were heavily over-
shadowed by the blandness of the
bulk of the material, leaving most
people unsatisfied.
The musical tastes of Kenyonites
are bizzare and varied, and it is clear
that the Social Board cannot please
everyone with its choice. Their
exhaustive attempt to find a popular,
first-clas- s act is commcidab!'-- :
unfortunately, MSB lei -- a n
that time, ten times greater than the
rate'of exchange between China and
the West. When Wilson commented
upon this to the directors of The
Bank of China, he reports they
roared with laughter and exclaimed
"He's got onto it!" Not long after,
China curtailed their financial
relations with the Soviets, and
hir Harold Wilson
Wilson credited his prediction of this
to the purchase of his wife's frock.
Just how this action on the part of
the Bank of China constitutes a
threat to our democracy was not
made clear, nor was anything more
said about the nature of Chinese
economics or politics.
Instead, Wilson turned his gaze
Seeds of Life Found in 1973 Ruling
continued from page three
sonhood."
That viability is more a matter of
the interpretation of observers than
an actual physical capability of the
fetus is vividly, and sometimes
gruesomely, illustrated by reports of
abortion "failures" in which the
mother is delivered of a live child
rather than a dead fetus. Some of
these are saved by medical personnel;
for those weighing as little as 1 Vi
pounds and with a gestational age of
24 weeks can survive with optimal
care (and even these limits are
shrinking constantly). Of course,
such care is rarely provided in the
estimated 400-50- 0 such cases each
year. Nurses report of aborted in-
fants who are breathing and kicking,
and must be "terminated by such ex-
trauterine procedures as smothering
with towels or witholding nourish-
ment. Anti-abortionis- ts' too-graph- ic
posters of startingly human aborted
fetuses may be emotional ploys, but
the point is inescapable: the dif-
ference between a "viable" and a
"non-viable-
" infant has to be seen as
merely technical when an abortion
becomes a birth.
A final problem with the criterion
of viability has so far received little
attention but could effectually
destroy the logic of potentiality.
Medical technology not only makes it
possible to save very young fetuses
now, but steadily advances toward
the time when artificial wombs and
other medical technology will make it
possible to preserve any fetus or
embryo, from conception, outside its
mother's body. From conception,
then, all fetuses would be viable in a
physical sense, as proper en-
vironment and nurturance would
enable each to survive the entire
gestational period (including the
post-birt- h continuance.) And as
"meaningful" is indeed a subjective
term that cannot apply, in its full
sense, even to 6-month- -old infants,
then the youngest fetus is as "viable"
as is the oldest, or a newborn infant.
The Supreme Court was right in
1973 in one sense: we need not
resolve the question of when life
inward and began to address the
phenomenon of England's unem-
ployed. In his most eloquent un-
derstatement, Wilson said that
"Unemployment is a great concern."
Recognizing the 2.7 to 3.0 million
British souls that are out of work as
England's foremost internal disease,
Wilson praised the British local
v
1
3
lecturing in Rosse
authorities for "doing their best,"
but sadly lamented that, obviously,
"their best is not enough." Wilson
expressed genuine sorrow over what
he termed "an army of unemployed
juveniles." Wilson propounded no
plausible denouement to this tragic
tale, however. Rather, Wilson
avowed his conviction that "there is
no communist problem in Britian,"
begins to rule on abortion. If we
don't need a Human Life Amend-
ment, it is because Roe vs. Wade
contained all that is necessary to
justify defending the rights of the
unborn in its critical assertion:
". . . . as long as at least potential
life is involved, the state may assert
interests beyond the protection of the
pregnant woman alone." Viability is
circumstantial, dependent almost
entirely upon environment and
Moralizers
continued from page two
separation of church and state is
being undermined by these religious
groups. Senator Goldwater points
out that this is cause for concern
when one looks at what has resulted
in Iran, Northern Ireland, and
Lebanon from "injecting religous
issues into governmental affairs."
One of the strengths of America's
system has been the keeping of
religious issues in the background.
Through this we have been able to
keep out of religious wars which have
split much of the rest of the world.
The decisions of the U.S.
ARA Edges Custom
continued from page one
Refunds will not be issued for
meals unattended. "There is a missed
meal factor used to determine the
price of our food service. We account
for the fact that so many students
will miss so many meals when we
plan our budget," Felice said.
The "missed meal factor" will also
be used to determine if ARA will
supply food for student parties and
picnics when ID numbers for those
attending are furnished. Custom and
Saga offered this service in the past.
"Our policy here is as yet un-
determined. We cannot be sure if
ihose students would never have
eaten and been a part of the "missed
meal factor" without the extra
as if the evils of unemployment
were
offset by this declaration,
"nCommunists in Britian claim '
membership of approximately 35
in a nation of 50 million," Vjj5g
explained, "and the vast majority0f
these communists are quite old and
content to exercise their Dolitical
faith by communing with the pJ
living on memories of the '20s and
'30s." Practically speaking, Wilson
claimed that, in Britian, "we have no
Communists."
Once again Wilson shifted sub-ject-
s,
turning now to the question of
nationalized industry in Great
Britian. He attempted to extinguish
argument on nationalization by
pronouncing it to be a "sterile"
issue. In support of this extremt
position he referred to the fact that
Prime Minister Thatcher was not
sought to denationalize either the
steel industry or the coal industry.
However, many industries, in both
Britain and the United States, have
been socialized by the im.
plementation of the pension fund,
Wilson said, and he credited the
pension fund for enabling workers to
finally own a piece of the industry
they are employed by. Fulsome
praise was afforded to pension funds
in general, which, in Wilson's words,
"provide a richer base for ue
future." Vith this Wilson's lecture
on "The Threat to Our Democracy"
was concluded. The speaker was
awarded a full round of applause,
and the general consensus among the
'students in attendance seemed to be
that despite the fact that Wilson
deviated from his intended topic, the
lecture was beguiling, worthwhile
and enjoyable.
nurturance, and we will soon be able
to provide those circumstances that
will make embryos capable from
conception of extrauterine survival.
If the state is truly concerned witl
potential life, the prohibition against
abortion must be extended to include
all of those potential lives nn
victims of arbitrary and the sut-jecti- ve
adjudication of viability.
Anger Goldie
government cannot be influenced by
moral ideology. There must remain a
strong separation between affairs of
state and those of religious groups.
For this not to continue would
violate the principles of co-
nservatism, and would drastically
change the way Americans have been
governed for over two hundred
years.
Let the Moral Majority and others
speak freely on "the great issues of
the day" as Falwell puts it. But the
'real right must fight them from
dictating their moral convictions to
everyone in the name of 'cn"
servatism.'
supplies."
ID's have not been checked for
Peirce "coffee hour" from 9:30 to
11:15 this past week, and several
students wondered if this wouM
continue.
"We are uncertain if this
"
continue. We realize the importan
of this time to students but we na
budget constraints. The decision
be based on price," Felice said.
Students have requested suggestion
slips and Felice indicated that tM
are on order. He may also p5'
statement clearly outlining AK.
food service policies. . ,
The bottom line of the College
survey is summed up in onestuden
response, "Mom's the best!"
j. m . .m , .1 1,'iaiiLL.:
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KFS 'Doesn't Search for Compliments
By l.i Keller
The Kenyon Film Society has
planned musical, western. Jack
Nicholson, Tarzan, Felini, and Frank
Capra series for the first semester.
There is a large variety of films
scheduled for this year and the
turnouts have been quite good so far.
KFS is Ine organization which
elects and projects the films to be
shown at Kenyon throughout the
RAM
,
i-
-
tclSoJiek ami JetJ look
vear. The organization is divided into
two sections: the projectionists, who
show the movies, and the movie
reviewers, who critique the movies
and write reviews for The Collegian.
This year KFS has its largest
membership ever. There are twelve
reviewers and twenty-fou- r projecti-
onists. This makes KFS directors
Ed Spodick and Jeff Toole quite
enthusiatic.
KFS is not a very time-consumi- ng
activity for anyone except for
Spodick and Toole. They spend
several hours a week making the
necessary arrangements, and long
hi This Week's Projections So
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tOO High Noon OOO
High Soon. Written by Carl
ForemanDirected by Fred Zin-nema- n,
with Gary Cooper and Grace
Kelly. 1952. BW. 85 min.
This, the second in the Kenyon
Film Society's 1981 Western series, is
ihe Western guaranteed to satisfy
even the most demanding movieg-
oer. High Noon was released in
1952 when the Western was very
popular and it is to this day cons-
idered to be one of the best Westerns
ever filmed.
The plot is your typical "good guy
vs. bad guy" sort of thing complete
with a genuine killer, Frank Miller,
ho is seeking revenge on the newly
married marshall, Will Kane (Gary
Cooper). The suspense mounts as the
determined marshall shuns the pleas
f his friends to leave town and
awaits the arrival of "Killer Miller"
on the "high noon" train. What
eventually happens to our hero I will
not reveal, but the ending is one I
Quite enjoy.
Certainly the plot is simple, if not
childish in intent, but the movie is
Presented with such taste that one
cannot help but enjoy it. Even if you
J turned off by the name
Western" you should run right out
ard see High Noon as it is a very
8ood example of what a Western
"oUy is. Therefore I would highly
Commend that you see this movie;
' ls good, highly acclaimed en-jmainm- ent
at a price that can't be
0 0 Star Trek OOO
'Miri'' and "The Trouble with
' D'es" from Star Trek Starring
am ttlln., I 1 KN
n ure;r Kelley. 1967, 1968. 110
mm.
'Space, the final fron- -tier Thpp aro tV,a f tUo
starshir,iniP cEnterprise. 'uJaB"Its five-ye- ar
mKion to
worlds to seek out new life and new
bargaining sessions over the summer,
when they negotiate the prices of
films from the companies with which
they deal. "It's a thankless job,"
Spodick says, "but somebody has to
do it." A survey was taken last spring
to determine student preferences for
movies: KFS then found the films
that were within their price range.
The average price of their films is
$125, and this year's total operating
budget is $17,064. All of this money
recover from KIS hassles.
comes from the student activities
fund.
"More people should take ad-
vantage of the survey," Spodick
affirmed. "Nothing is more
madening than to have someone tell
you how terrible all the films in Rosse
are, and then admit that he didn't
answer the survey."
"We don't search for com-
pliments," Toole declared, "silence
is enough. That aspect of the job is
pretty frustrating at times. But, we
both love cinema, and most of the
time that makes it worthwhile."
Last week a poll was taken to
choose an additional movie for this
civ ilialions, to boldly go where no
man has gone before." So began
ev ery episode of Star Trek as we were
whisked off the face of the earth and
out into the far reaches of the
Cosmos. Besides the fourth in-
stallment of Taran, you can once
again relive two commerical-fre- e
episodes of the acclaimed series.
The first is entitled "Miri." For
those of you whose memories have
faded, "Miri" begins with the
discovery of an Earth-lik- e planet
whose sole inhabitants are children,
most of whom are obnoxious twirps.
One, a young girl, falls head over
heels for Captain Kirk, and it is
through her that he and the rest of
the landing party find that a plague
has killed off everyone over the age
or 13.
Have you ever wanted a nice furry,
fluffy pet that fits into the palm of
your hand, purrs, is easy to clean up
after, and reproduces itself quickly
enough that you and your friends
have a lifetime supply? Well, then
have we got a beast ie for you. It's
called a tribble. Unfortunately,
tribbles' tendency to procreate is
rather unlimited and, before long,
you would find yourself hip-dee- p in
them.
OO Cuckoo's Nest OO
One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest.
Written by Lawrence Hauben and Bo
GoldmanDirected by Milos For-ma- n,
with Jack Nicholson and
Louise Fletcher. 1975. 129 min.
This film is the first in the Kenyon
Film . Society's Jack Nicholson
marathon. This movie won five
Oscars when it was released in 1975;
previous to that it was a very suc-
cessful novel in 1962 and, of all
things, a Broadway flop in 1963.
It is a movie that questions our
human nature is such a way that it
leaves you thinking even after the
movie has ended. The central action
takes place in an insane asylum and
Nicholson portrays a man who is
"faking" his insanity in order to get
out of a prison work farm. He is
rebellious in nature and his clash with
Nurse Ratched (Louise Fletcher) only
year. The choices were The Elephant
Man, Kramer vs. Kramer, and
Ordinary People; Ordinary People
was selected. This movie will be
shown next semester, as well as
Alfred Hitchcock, Werner Herzog,
and musical series.
One difficulty KFS faces involves
its projectors. They have only two
projectors to use now, and one of
them is "borrowed" from the Drama
Department. It is used in place of one
that is broken; repair of projectors is
especially inconvenient due to the
lack of qualified repairmen in the
area. In fact, sometimes when the
machine are returned, they are in
worse condition than when they were
sent. Some funds from Capital
Expenditures have been allocated to
purchase a new projector, but more
money is needed.
"The biggest problem we have,"
Spodick notes, "is the smoking and
drinking in Rosse Hall during the
films. We do not have any God-give- n
right to use Rosse. We obtain per-
mission and are answerable to some
degree for its condition. Occasionally
after a film we'll find food and
garbage on the floor, drinks spilled,
seats broken, and bodies mutilated.
We could be on the receiving end of
some drastic action if it keeps up." If
the crowd is too disorderly, the Rosse
Hall manager may close down the
building.
Toole and Spodick are looking
forward to an exciting year of film.
The movies may be shown at dif-
ferent times each week, so watch
Newscope closely. Contact Jeff
Toole (PBX 2487) or Ed Spodick
(PBX 2432) if interesed in KFS as a
projectionist or as a reviewer.
J
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antagonizes him further. Thus the
story is centered around these two.
Randel P. McMurphy (Jack
Nicholson), tries to no end to
challenge the nurse's cool and calm
leadership.
O O Coming Horned O O
Coming Home. Directed by Hal
Ashby, with Jon Voight, Jane
Fonda, Bruce Dern. 1979, 127 min.
Coming Home is a study of the
Vietnam War's traumatic effect on
American civilians and soldiers. As
the first attempt to translate the
essence of the war onto the screen, it
is an important and often sensitive,
touching work.
The plot is fairly simple and
familiar. Sally Hyde (Jane Fonda) is
the repressed and sexually unfulfilled
wife of a hawkish Marine captain
who has gone off to the war.
Childless and umemployed, Sally
volunteers to work in the local
veterans' hospital. There she meets
and falls in love with Luke (Jon
Voight), an embittered paraplegic.
Through her work and her
relationship with Luke, Sally attains
an entirely new awareness of herself
and of the soldiers' attitudes toward
the war.
Our view of the war's effect on
Americans is completed when Sally's
husband (Bruce Dern) returns from
the war, and his disillusionment with
"the cause" combined with the
discovery of his wife's affair saps
him of ail desire to continue with life.
Thus we see the war from three
different viewpoints, each valid and
important. Jon Voight's portrayal of
Luke is particularly compelling, but
Jane Fonda is a disappointment,
partly because her role was created
by people of limited perception, and
partly because her usually clear and
strong anti-Vietna- m stance is diluted
and muddied by the film's safely
depoliticized approach to the war.
Nonetheless, Coming Home needs
to be seen, if only for its historical
value as an honest attempt to grapple
with one of the most disturbing
periods in our history.
Soviet Speaks Tuesday
Dr. Yarym-Agaye- v, a physicist
and specialist in the field of nuclear-magneti- c
resonance, graduated from
the Physical-Technic- al Institute in
Moscow. After earning his degree,
Dr. Yarym-Agaye- v worked as a
researcher at the Institute of
Chemical Physics of the Soviet
Academy of Sciences.
Dr. Agayev will visit Kenyon to
address the issue of repression of
intellectuals in the Soviet Union, on
October 6 and will lecture at 8 p.m.
in the Biology Auditorium. His visit
is being sponsored by Student
Lectureships.
Dr. Yarym-Agaye- v first became
active in the Soviet human richts
movement in 1977, when he began
human rights advocates like his fellow
computer specialist and founding
atch Group, and physicist Dr. Yury
Poetic Recital on Friday
The Kenyon College Department of Music will present a Faculty
Recital by Roger Andrews, baritone and Paul Posnak, pianist on
Friday, October 2 at 8 p.m. in Rosse Hall Auditorium. The these of the
concert is "Lyrics of Great Poets" and the songs based on them. Six
poets will be featured: Robert Herrick, Paul Verlaine, William Butler
Yeats, Federico Garcia Lorca, Pushkin and Friedrich Ruckert. All of
the songs will be sung in the original language.
Roger Andrews encourages all to attend the concert; here are his
words on the subject:
So, why should you go to an (ugh) art-son- g concert? What can I say?
There will be some beautiful music, some good singing, some lovely
piano playing. Some of the songs are really curious; some of the poems
are familiar, but others are sure to be discoveries.
I don't look at it as a bunch of songs, however great or interesting
they may be. To me there are 21 stories to be told. They range from cute
to profound, from winsome to enthralling. Perhaps a few of the songs
can only move sentimental loons like me, but some of them are a sure
cure for numbness. There is passion, mysticism, yearning, sen-
suality. ..you'd go to a movie that promised all that, wouldn't you?
This isn't a plea for an audience. I've sung for six people on occasion.
It's rather that I have these experiences I want to share with all of you
and I'm confident most people would enjoy this thing more than they
realize. And it's free.
Sunday Poetry in Peirce
On Sunday, October 4, Poet Mary Oliver will read some of her works
at 8:30 p.m. in Peirce Lounge. Twelve Moons, a book of her poems, is
currently available in the College bookstore. Her visit is sponsored by
the Ohio Poetry Council.
Pratt Lecture Tonight
"Archetypal Theory and Feminist Criticism" is the subject of a
lecture to be delivered tonight, October 1, at 8:00 in the Biology
Auditorium. Speaking will be Annis Pratt, an Associate Professor of
English at the University of Wisconsin.
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working to protest the arrests of
alumnus Anatoly Shcharansky, a
member of the Moscow Helsinki
Orlov, leader of the Group.
JMiKV. -- ft
Last weekend's Medeival Festival was a success with many attending
both the Fair on the lawn in the afternoon and the Banquet in Peirce
Hall that evening. Here, a participant plays a dulcimer during the fair.
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Lords Blitz Oberlin 37-0-, Improve Season Record to 3--1
By Bob Warburton
Quarterback Mike Handel directed
an overwhelming offense and Zack
Space led a ferocious defense that
completely shut down the opposition
Saturday as the Lords grabbed their
third win of the young football
season, a 37-- 0 whitewash of Oberlin.
Spikers Endure Long Week
By Susan B. Smith
The women's volleyball team spent
a grueling day of competition at the
Ohio Athletic Conference tour-
nament last weekend playing an
overwhelming 14 games.
The squad, which compiled a
fair 2-- 3 record, had their disap-
pointment over-shadow- ed by the
fact that they went up against a
number of rigorous opponents in
such a short period of time. Kenyon
started out the tournament on the
right foot by beating rival Baldwin
Wallace, but dropped the next two in
a row to Oberlin and Ohio Northern.
By that time the Ladies' record had
earned them a second place tie within
their pool.
Play outside the pool competition
brought only one more disap-
pointment when the Ladies lost to
Muskingum. Regaining their
composure and concentration once
again, the squad finished off the
competition with a victory over Ohio
Wesleyan tabulating a 2-- 3 record
Soccer Club Drops Opener
By Amy Sziklas
The women's soccer club, led by
coach David Stone '83, traveled to
Ohio Wesleyan last Saturday for
their first game this season. OWU
dominated the first half, but the
Ladies played tough defensively and
managed to keep the Red from
scoring, making it 0-- 0 at the half.
According to Coach Stone, "The
fullbacks played well. Our problems
were in moving the ball forward and
making the transition between the
midfield and the forwards."
In the second half, OWU edged by
the defensive line, scoring four goals.
The Ladies took time to come back,
but right wing Laurie Reed remained
determined and scored one goal for
Kenyon before the clock ran out.
Said Laurie, "I don't think we were
mentally prepared today. I don't
think we had enough time before the
game started to warm up and get
psyched." It wasn't until the last 10-1- 5
minutes that Kenyon got control
of the game. By then it was too late.
The Ladies will play OWU again here
at home on Oct. 18.
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After their big win on the road, the
Lords now own a 3-- 1 mark, their best
start since the 7-0- -1 season in 1972.
Coach Tom McHugh beamed as he
discussed the reasons. "We have a
good nucleus of players left over
from last year, we had a fine fresh-
man crop, we've played a lot better
defensively and our kicking has
among a total of eight teams included
in the tournament.
Head coach Sandy Martin ex-
pressed her feeling by stating, "As the
day went on the girls became more
and more exhausted. Fourteen games
in one day is a lot of volleyball,
although we ended up playing a lot of
good games. Against Oberlin we
made several mental errors and
couldn't get our concentration",
although we should have been able to
overcome this. Against Ohio North-
ern we just got psyched out. They
are a really tough team, probably the
best team. We really played good ball
games against all of the teams.
The Ladies will take on
Wilmington tomorrow in a best three
out of five competition.
"Wilmington is a pretty good team,"
commented Coach Martin. "In the
past they have been stronger in
spiking, but I think we should play a
smarter game against them. As of yet
we haven't been in any tournaments
with them this season, so I haven't
seen their caliber of play.
Coach Stone said of the team's
opening game, "We learned a lot.
We were not as prepared for the
game as we could have been." As a
club, emphasis is put on getting
together and having fun. According
to Stone, there are as many as 25-3- 0
people at practices, which are held
three times a week. He said, "As a
club, though, we can't ask for a
commitment. The hardest part for
me as a coach is getting a happy
medium between making sure
everyone plays and being fair to
those who want to keep the sport
competitive." Stone also says,
"many people on the team would like
to get varsity status. Maybe it's time.
Other women's sports are successful
in terms of participation and
competitiveness. The interest in
women's soccer is there."
When asked about the club's next
game, Stone said, "We'll be much
more prepared. A lot of people are
working hard and there's a good
chance that we'll win some games.
OWU is not going to score four goals
next time."
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improved. All in all, our program is
pretty healthy."
Oberlin received the opening
kickoff but could do nothing on
offense and was forced to punt.
Kenyon took over on their 37 and
went to work right away. The interior
linemen fired hard off the line of
scrimmage, and the Lords ran right
through Oberlin. Pat Hunkler
carried for 16 yards, Jim Ginley burst
free for 20 and Handel capped the
five-pla- y, 63-ya- rd drive by sprinting
21 yards into the end zone on second
down. Bob Doherty's PAT split the
uprights and Kenyon led 7-- 0.
"The opening drive was the most
impressive," McHugh admitted.
"We just went right at them. Every
play was a run. It set the tempo for
the whole game."
The Lords came right back to score
on their third possession of the game,
a methodical march down the field
entirely on the ground. Only 48 yards
from paydirt, Handel divided the
work between Ginley (eight yards on
the drive), Doug Fisher (13) and
Hunkler the workhorse back, who
rumbled for 27 yards, including a
five yard TD blast. Doherty's kick
made it 14-- 0.
Ladies Top
By Karen Rockwell
The Ladies' field hockey team
brought their record to 3-- 0 Saturday
as they defeated perennial rival Ohio
Wesleyan University 3-- 2. The Ladies
had defeated the Wittenberg Tigers
3-- 1, the previous Tuesday.
Last week's game at Wittenberg
was the first in which Coach Penney
had a chance to put into action plays
and strategems which she has been
working on since her arrival in
Gambier. The GLCA Tournament at
Wooster gave the team a chance to
try out new pairings and strategies
but the Wittenberg game was the first
regular season opportunity to see
their results. The Ladies played a
hard-fough- t, fast game against
Wittenberg with the first goal, by
senior Anne Himmelright, coming
off an assist by sophomore Julia
Lord with only seven minutes left in
the first half. In the second half
Wittenberg came back to sccore
twelve minutes into the period, but
Kenyon rallied with a Himmelright
goal three minutes later and the
decisive goal three minutes after that
by freshman Missy Connell. Goalie
Virginia Deely was credited with 16
saves.
Saturday the Ladies met, and
defeated, OWU on Airport Field.
The 3-- 2 victory score very properly
reflects the hard fought game which
was wrought with nearly tangible
tension. During the second half as
the Battling Bishops came back from
a 3-- 0 halftime score to score twice.
Two Kenyon goals were scored by
Himmelright, and junior Kate
12 noon
Buffet lunch at Alumni Tent above
McBride Field
(tickets can be purchased at the
tent)
1:30 p.m.
Football vs. Heidelberg, McBride
Field featuring halftime festivities
honoring Kenyon alumni athletes
and coaches. Reception tent after the
game.
3:30 p.m.
Alumni Soccer Game, soccer field
Saturday evening
All-camp-
us dance, Peirce Hall
Kenyon converted for seven more
points even before the first quarter
ended. With 2:46 left, Jeff Bell fell
on an Oberlin fumble deep in
Yeoman territory. From the Oberlin
31, two Kenyon running plays netted
six before Handel cranked up and hit
Todd Stoner with a 25 yard touch-
down aerial.
Midway through the second
quarter, Kenyon started another
drive. From the Oberlin 14, Hunkler
broke off a nine yard gain. But the
Yeoman defense held and on fourth
and one, Richard Balka was stopped
cold for no gain. The ball changed
hands on the five, but Oberlin's
signal-calle- r Dave Bruno threw into
tight coverage and Kenyon's Jim
Balliett intercpeted. This time the
Lords were not to be denied.
Exhibiting more power running,
Hunkler got the ball on first down
and slammed in to the end zone for
the second time.
The half ended with Kenyon in
command 28-- 0 but there would be
little respite for the weary Oberlin
defense. With Handel in charge, the
Lords mixed the run and the pass to
score one more touchdown. Starting
OWU;Remain Perfect
A .A
Lindberg added another. Again
Deely played an exciting game with
13 saves.
Emerging victorious after playing
the Bishops, who consistently place
among the top four or five division
III hockey teams in Ohio, shows the
remarkable extent to which the
Ladies have rallied around Coach
Penney and captain Grace Keefe to
on their own 28, Ginley, Fisher
Hunkler and Handel took turnj
rushing the football past midfield.
Looking for a big play, Handel
faded back, spotted flanker Graham
Heasley, and hit him for a 48 yard
touchdown. Doherty added his fifth
PAT to increase Kenyon's lead to 35.
0. Heasley piled up high numbers
once again this week by snaring two
passes for 64 yards. Handel threw
just five times but he connected three
times, twice for touchdowns.
Even with a big lead, the Kenyon
defense kept up the pressure all day.
Thus it seemed fitting when the
Lords scored a safety with only 20
seconds left to play to finish the
count at 37-- 0. Captain John
Mackessy led his team with two solo
tackles, and standout junior Space
helped in five tackles and picked up
an Oberlin fumble.
"Zack is an outstanding football
player," Coach McHugh said a-
fterwards, "He's a potential Ail-America- n.
But our whole defense
played great football. And for the
first time all season, our offense
played with consistency."
Ua-- ;
overcome the difficult situation of
Coach Burke's extended co-
nvalescence.
The Ladies play the "fi1
annual" Alumni Varsity game on
Saturday; and will travel to Kent
State and Muskingum next Tuesday
and Thursday.
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Depth Keys Runners' Win
By Susan B. Smith
The women's cross-count- ry team
kept alive its hopes for an undefeated
season last weekend, as the Ladies
edged out Baldwin-Wallac- e and
Oberlin.
The key to the Kenyon victory was
the squad's overwhelming depth.
"We didn't have our top runner,
Jennifer Ash," commented co-capta- in
Mary Sorenson. "But after
the meet we found out that we have
the depth to win anyway. Baldwin-Wallac- e
took the top three places,
but didn't have another finisher for a
hile, whereas we had so many
People placing in the middle, and
that depth really helped."
The final score: Kenyon 36,
Baldwin-Wallac- e 39, Oberlin 50.
Baldwin-Wallace-
's Mary Haffner
led the pack turning in an outs-
tanding time of 18.59 on the three
mile course. The first Kenyon runner
Kross the finish line was Chris'
Galinet in 20.45. Teammates
Sorenson and Ann Batchelder came
m sixth and seventh places respec-tlvel- y,
while Rose Brintlinger crossed
the finish line in a time of 21.44.
Freshman Cecily McCowan's 21.47
was not far off the pace.
Ash, the Ladies top runner so far
this season was sidelined at the meet.
According to Coach Nick Houston,
"Jennifer went down with the team
but ended up not running. She has
been having lower leg pains. There is
something wrong with her Achilles
tendon. She warmed up with the
team, but decided not to run.
Sometimes, in this case, a warm-u- p
will limber up the muscles, but it did
not work."
The hilly course at Baldwin-Wallac- e
posed a threat to many of
the runners, felt Sorenson. "There
was one incredibly steep hill. We
were glad that we had trained on
hills; a lot of girls from the other
schools, especially from Oberlin, did
not know how to make it ud the
grade. A lot of them just walked up
the hill."
This weekend Kenyon will host a
tri-me- et against Oberlin and
Wooster. The Ladies should do well,
having beaten Oberlin twice already
this season. "As far as times are
concerned," commented Coach
Houston, "I would think we could
beat them. If Marietta comes up also,
we should get some good com-
petition, because they beat Wooster
last weekend."
For overnight visits by
Parents and Friends
Call the
CURTIS MOTOR HOTEL
397-433- 4
on the public square in Mount Vernon
Bartlett Scores Twice During 3-- 0 Shutout
As Fired-U-p Lords Snap Losing Streak
By Bob Warburton
Last Saturday, the Kenyon Lords
snapped a three-gam- e losing streak
with a 3-- 0 whitewash of the Wit-
tenberg Tigers. It was a very con-
vincing win, and every Kenyon player
reiterated why: A peak level of in-
tensity. Captain Tim Truitt said it
was evident from the opening kickoff
to the final whistle, Head Coach Jeff
Vennell thought his team hustled and
executed like they did in their first
win aginst Xavier and striker Steve
Bartlett summed it up by saying,
"We played with intensity and that's
the only way we're going to win this
year."
Kenyon cashed in early, knocking
home three first-hal- f goals. Bartlett
scored two times, giving him five
scores on the season, and his of-
fensive partner Lionel Barnard
booted home another. Goalie Paul
Tobin handled all five Wittenberg
shots easily before giving way to
backup Bill Alderman, with ten
By Joe Reagan
In only its third year of existence
c the outlook for the Kenyon Rugby
5 Football Club's fall season is
4 promising. Still, some major ob- -
5 stacles have to be overcome if the
; squad is to be successful.
1 As far as actually playing the game
- of rugby, Kenyon should be a much
more competitive team this fall. Last
year, the team was hampered by
inexperience, but it appears that the
returnees have picked up the con-
cepts of the game and are ready to
play a decent caliber of rugby. Team
captain Art Bond and club president
Mark Loomis led the pack who lost
only the immortal Tom Shehan to
graduation. Kenyon's team is as
strong as most of their opponents,
and last spring's Florida trip in-
troduced them to many of the tricks
that make playing in the scrum so
interesting. The backfield is a little
unsettled as of yet but when an "A"
backfield has been put together, they
have passed well and run some
beautiful plays. The improved back-fiel- d
should look even better in light
of the fact that the pack should win
the ball in a good percentage of the
scrums. Overall the level of play by
the "A" side is so much improved,
anyone who saw the team last fall has
to laugh. There are two glaring
rohipTTK: rieht now affecting the
team's performance, namely the lack
of conditioning and lack of at-
tendance at practice. Neeedless to
say, most rugby players' summer
training habits are helpful only in
terms of the post game party. As the
season progresses this problem
should fade away. Hopefully as the
minutes left to play, who completed
the shutout.
"We were not at all flat, and we
gave 100 for the whole game,"
Peter Hennessy explained.
It took perfect execution by the
Kenyon offense to beat a Wittenberg
defense that played tough early on.
First, Fritz Ahlers chipped the ball
across the mouth of the goal to
Bartlett, who took a split-secon- d to
gain control, then slammed inside the
right post past goalie Eric Johnston.
At 21.54, it was Barnard's turn to
score. Taking a cross from Hennessy,
he drilled a short five yard shot that
settled home in the left side of the
net.
A beleagured Johnston, could only
lunge desperately after another
Bartlett kick that just caught the
inside of the left post. The goal was
unassisted, and happened with 7:45
left before halftime.
Their goalie was indecisive,
Coach Vennell said afterwards.
reeular schedule begins, the tendency
of some players to blow off practice
will subside, and the team can get it
together at practice, discipline surely
being a key to a winning team. There
is still a lot of enthusiasm
surrounding the club, this is
multiplied a great deal by the fresh-
men on the team. This year's fresh-
men look less confused at this stage
than did the new players last year.
"Any team that lets our wings run is
in trouble, and that's what Wit-
tenberg did."
"We went and moved to the ball,"
added Bartlett, who later admitted he
was shooting for a hat trick. He took
one second half shot, but couldn't
convert.
One amazing statistic came out of
the first half. Of the first four shots
Kenyon attempted, three resulted in
goals. After that spree, Tobin and
the Kenyon fullbacks took over and
protected the lead.
"The best way to play in goal is to
have the defense play well in front of
you," Vennell said, "which is what
happened today. They had only two
real chances to score."
Still, both squads looked even on
the score sheet. Kenyon took 15 shots
while Wittenberg had 14, each team
had five official goalie saves and the
Lords' had only a 5-- 4 advantage in
corner kicks.
OutlookOptimistic for the Ruggers
After a mixed A-- B same two weeks
ago at Scioto Valley and an intra-squa- d
game last week, Kenyon will
begin its regular schedule at Denison
this weekend. The schedule consists
of neighboring OAC schools, several
of the rugby clubs in central Ohio,
and features several home games (a
great improvement over last year's
one home game in the fall and one in
the spring).
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LM. Scorecard
By Steve Behrendt
Th tm football season is well
underway now, and in the A
League, the Phi Kaps, led by Barry
Cahill's running and passing, remain
the only undefeated team, iney nc
crtino a 3-- 0 record and the best
defense in the league. The A.D.'s (3- -
1) have the most explosive oitense
however, averaging 25.5 points per
game, and are led by the passing
combination of Mike Barrett to Ron
nnrp which has accounted for
Lght- - touchdowns. QB Barrett
Phi Kaps
A.D's
Bong 2's
D-Ph- i's
Beta's
JL .M. Scorecard
himself has run for five more. In the
big match-u- p between these two
teams last week, the Phi Kaps held
the A.D.'s to just one touchdown
winning it 7-- 6. The A.D.'s are a
strong team, however, and decisively
overtook the Bong 2's by 14-- 6.
In "B" League, not as many
games have been played, and a
dominant team has yet to emerge.
The A.D.'s other team, however, is
2-- 0, and closely followed by Spanish
Bombs at 1-- 0, but each team has
tasted victory through a forfeit. The
D-P- hi II and III teams are both 2-- 1
so far. and are the only other teams
"B'' League
above .500.
In the Freshman League, Mather
1st Floor has a pair of shutout
victories and a 2-- 0 record. The other
two undefeated teams are the Mather
67ers and Uncle Geo's, who are both
1-- 0. The Gacks, at 1-- 1, are also one
of the strongest freshman teams,
losing only to Mather 1st Floor 6-- 0 in
a closely fought ballgame.
The IM playoffs are scheduled for
the week of October 26 and willl
include the five "A" teams, the top
two "B" teams, and the top fresh-
man team.
Freshman League
."League w L PF PA
A.D's 2 0 6 0 Mather 1st Floor
W L PF PA Spanish Bombs 1 1 - - Uncle Geo's
D-Phi-
lll 2 1 52 14 Mather 69ers
3 0 53 13 D-Phil- HI 2 1 20 19 Gucks
3 i 102 13 Gaylords 1 1 26 26 ICBM's2i 59 21 Dekes 0 2 - - Holmbergs! 3 28 99 N.Leonard 0 2 0 7 Beer Bongers
0 4 7 99 Phi Kaps 0 0 0 33 Kilroy's
W L PF PA
2 0 40 0
1 0 27 7
1 0 19 7
1 1 26 1?
1 I 27 26
1 1 7 19
0 2 7 27
0 2 0 54
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Senior Class Elects Jimmy Allen
By Mike Cannizaro
Jimmy Allen defeated Norm
Kenyon in a runoff election for the
office of Senior Class President on
Friday. The runoff was the result of a
close vote last week in which Allen
and Kenyon defeated Michael Zorek
and Bruce Berlin. According to an
election official, voter participation
fell to approximately 70 of the
senior class, a large decline from last
week's 95 turnout.
Allen expressed his admiration for
his opponents, saying, "I really want
to emphasize how good the other
candidates were." He went on to say
that he shared with the other can-
didates the belief that the president's
main goal as chairman of the Senior
Class Committee is "to try to unify
the class as a body." All four can-
didates emphasized the importance
of Senior Week in attaining that
goal.
Senior Week is, according to
Allen, "the thing we will do" in the
Senior Class Committee. That week,
Tolman Proves Effective IFC Leader
continued from page one
Mason was critical of the Michael
Stanley concert and of the All-Colle- ge
Events Committee, which
was responsible for bringing the
Cleveland band to Kenyon. "The
Social Board should reconsider its
priorities," said Mason. "Instead of
trying to draw the Central Ohio
crowd, The Social Board should have
gone for the Kenyon College
crowd." Mason believed the All-Colle- ge
Events Committee
"neglected the fact that other
colleges in the area have different
varieties of students and they would
have been more likely spots for the
Michael Stanley Band to appear."
Mason's views against the Michael
Stanley Band and against main-
stream rock in general are un-
derstandable, since he is a self-confess- ed
New Waver. He has had a
New Wave radio show on WKCO
since his freshman year. Two years
ago his show was named the Kill
Your Parents Show; last year it was
Radio Japan. Mason broadcasts
Council Discusses Exam Schedule
By Brian Kearney
Student Council President Morris
Thorpe opened last Sunday's Student
Council meeting with a report
concerning the Academic Assembly
that was held on September 21.
Thorpe informed Council that partly
as a result of this meeting, a new
Library Committee would be form-
ing. This Student Committee will
provide input in the planning of the
possible expansion to Chalmers.
Social Board Chairman Tom
Hedge announced that the Michael
Stanley Band Concert was a success
although he was unsure how much of
a loss the school experienced
financially. Thorpe added that the
few people that he noticed smoking
were non-Keny- on students and that
Dean Edwards had informed him
that he was pleased with the overall
behavior of Kenyon students.
Treasurer Paul McCartney
reported that the loss from the
concert was not such that the Social
he believes, should provide the
opportunity to "get everyone
together to do uniquely Kenyon
things, keeping in mind
that . . . exams are over and ... it
is their last chance" to participate in
such activities. He added that while
Senior Week is the Committee's
primary consideration, it may un-
dertake other projects, depending
upon their feasibility. Allen cited one
idea suggested to him, a class of '82
history book, complete with
"anecdotes and jokes (about the
class), paralleled with items on world
history." The project might step into
the Reveille's sphere of in-
fluence," he said, adding that
nothing at the moment was definite.
Allen characterizes his specific
duties as "absolutely delegating
authority I don't plan or expect to
do everything ... I will be making
sure that everyone is taking care of
their duties." He says that he expects
to offer not more than his "fair share
of ideas," carrying the same weight
as those of any other senior. His own
from 10-1- 2 on Wednesday mornings
this year, playing "mostly The
Clash."
Mason insists he is a more colorful
person that the Ohio Revised Code
allows him to admit. He gets "great
satisfaction" from sitting at the bar
in the Village Inn, drinking Scotch.
He "likes to get drunk at Trader
Vic's." Mason attended military
school at the Albany Academy in
Albany, New York, for thirteen
years, including kindergarten. He
came to Kenyon "because the only
two cool teachers (at the Academy)
were from Kenyon, and they steered
me here." Now the senior English
major counts as his biggest peeve the
children "who drive around on Big
Wheels early in the morning" near
his home in the New Apartments.
Mason Tolman is a realist about
the role of fraternities at Kenyon
today. "Fraternities as they were ten
or twenty years ago are not feasible,"
he says. "The whole idea of getting
drunk, yelling at girls, and taking
their pants off that time is over."
Board activities for the remainder of
the year would be greatly hindered.
McCartney also noted that the
College is not officially covering the
debt for the Peirce pool room, as was
stated in last week's issue of The
Collegian.
Concern was expressed to the Food
Service Committee regarding the beer
storage on campus. The beer is not
sufficiently cooled and can easily be
stolen, as it is open to students. The
Building and Grounds Committee
announced that it will be issuing a
report regarding an energy con-
sumption study on the campus. The
Student Affairs Committee reported
that it had held a meeting with the
Trustees and had discussed various
subjects, including the computer
system, the health service, and the
food service.
Under new business, time was set
aside to discuss the 1981-8- 2 school
year calendar. Jay Spievack
presented Council with various facts
pertaining to the reading period that
assessment of his position in the
Committee is that "the Committee
provides its own motivation and
willingness to work. I'll fill in the
gaps." He also stresses the im-
portance of Committee members
soliciting ideas from students. "It is
important rather than to ask seniors
for ideas, to go and gather that in-
formation," says Allen. "We will
still encourage seniors to approach us
with ideas, but we must seek them
out."
Allen stressed that his decision to
run for president was not based on
any dissatisfaction with the president
of last year's senior class. "None of
us understand what went on within
the Committee last year, so
it . . . would not be fair to express
dissatisfaction with the relationship
of the president and the Committee,
and that's what's important to me."
Rather, he says that the only
motivation was that he had con-
fidence in his "ability to be chairman
of the Committee, and to lead
Mason attributes the change in the
attitudes of fraternities to the
Vietnam War and the raising of
social consciousness that it caused.
"People realized there were more
important things to think about."
But Mason feels the fraternity is
nowhere near dead yet. "Groups of
males still get together it's fun to
live together," he says. He mentions
the power of concentrating man-
power that fraternities have, and says
the community involvement of the
IFC is enough to justify the existence
of fraternities at Kenyon. "Dean
Reading is on our side," he says.
At the same time, Mason Tolman
is concerned about fair housing
practices. Mason believes living at
the north end is far superior to living
at the south end. Because of this, he
says, the argument for completely
equal housing is invalid. "I can sit at
my window, put my feet up, and
watch people play tennis," says
Mason.
has in the past been a part of the
academic calendar at Kenyon. This
year the present schedule calls for
classes to end on Wednesday,
December 16 and for exams to start
the following day. This schedule,
Spievack argues, is unfair to students
and faculty alike; he feels that some
alternative schedule should be
adopted by the school in order to
eliminate the problem. Spievack
suggested several alternatives to the
present schedule including dropping
classes on December 15 and 16, thus
leaving two days free before exams
begin.
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President
without alienating." He emphasizes
that he understands "the limited role
of the president."
The other duties of the president,
according to Allen, include keeping
in touch with the class of 1982 for the
next five years. This constitutes
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Jimmy Allen defeated Norman Kenyon in the Senior Class
President rim-of- f election last Friday.
Cross-Count- ry Team Loses
Runners, Several Meets
By Dick Keil
In its first three meets of the fall
season, the Kenyon men's cross
country team has not been pleasantly
surprised.
Coming off a 23-- 3 two-ye- ar
record, the Lords have lost meets to
Muskingum, Ashland, Wittenberg,
and in last week's OAC relays at
Wooster, to several of its Conference
rivals. This year's team lost Rob
Standard, 6th in the conference, to
graduation, and number two runner
Mike Helme to a year in Hong Kong.
So, according to Coach Nick
Houston, "We have to rely on every
runner more this year than ever
because we're so thin, in terms of
depth."
The runners leading the team now,
however, are still a formidable
bunch. Senior co-capta- in Ed Cor-
coran and junior Andrew Huggins
are currently running 1- -2 on the
team, followed closely by junior Jim
Parmele and senior co-capta- in Jeff
Cahn. Two talented freshmen, Chris
Northrup and David Breg, are vying
for the number 5 spot, and rounding
out the top seven is sophomore Steve
Kelly, with fellow sophomore Eric
Lausch close behind.
As if in reaction to the loss of
Standard and Helme, this season's
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"keeping alumni informed
, with
"i nu, iic says, and
"soliciting contributions for the
Kenyon Fund." He also mentioned
that the president gives a speech aiCommencement, adding that he had
no specific information about that
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one blessing has been the addition of
six new runners. In addition to
Northrup, Breg and Kelly, the team
has been joined by freshmen Grant
Bond, another sophomore, Jeff
Pannebaker, and junior Tim Slager.
Against Muskingum the Lords fel
victim to lack of depth and the
Muskies' home course advantage and
were beaten soundly, the first time
the team has been beaten outright in
the opening meet in three years. Tie
team picked up the following week
against Oberlin and beat Oberlin on
its own course, but was surprised by
an unusually strong Wittenberg team
and lost to them 29-4- 2.
The following week the Lords ran
on the hilly Wooster course in a race
nominally entitled the OAC Relays,
but which was more of an early
season version of the Conference
Championship. Unaccustomed to the
rigors of a large field, the team fell to
an 8th place finish.
American Werewolf
in London
Rated R
MWF 7:15 9:45
TTSS 3:30 7:15 9:45
Also 1 1 :00 am on Saturday
So Fine
Starring Ryan O'Neal
MWF 7:00 9:30
TTSS 3:30 7:00 9:30
Also 1 1 :00 am on Saturday
LEH3EDS
South Main St. at East Ohio Avenue
Downtown Mount Vernon
Phone 393-FLI- C
